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Change History Log 
 
Rev 
Number 

Revision 
Date 

Sections 
Affected 

Description of Change 

000 2005-10-23 All Initial Version 
001 2005-12-01  Changes following SCR, PDR review 

November 2005 
  3, 4 Move gate 1 in BTH to PPS entry 

module 
  3, 4 Add barrier gate in BTH to be closed 

for ESA operation 
  3, 4 Indicate that x-ray transport line is a 

PPS zone until otherwise designated 
  4 Indicate that linac access turns off VVS 
  4 Remove second exit gate from the FEE 
002 2006-02-02 1-7 Major rewrite, including introducing 

new sections and renumbering the 
sections 

003 2006-05-25 4.1 Added cameras for controlled access as 
generic requirement 

  4.2 Augmented description of HPS search 
key in HPS generic requirement 

  5 Corrected typo: 30-4A should be 20-4A
  5.3 Modified BSOIC deployment and 

specified type; reflected on Figure 3. 
004 2006-07-24 3, 11, 13 The FEE and X-Ray Transport are now 

to be a full-featured PPS with 
Controlled Access entry provisions 

  3, 4.3 Generically replace ‘BAS II’ with 
‘mode-switching dump’ as appropriate 

  3, 5.1 Clarify 20-5 to T-Cav proposal now 
that measurements are completed 

005 2008-04-16 3 Modify Figure and Table 2 to reflect 
new BTH/UH configuration 

  4.3 Amend mode-switch specification 
  5.4 Add stopper RST1 protection scheme 
  8 Old sections 8-10 combined into new 

Section 8 specifying 
BTH/UND/DUMP PPS 

  9,10 FEE and NEH Sections added 
006 2008-09-23 8.2.1[g] Update BTM locations to reflect 

analysis results in PRD1.3-025 
  8.2.2[g], Change Undulator Hall East Gate 
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8.2.3[b] functionality 
  10 Rework NEH proposal to not allow 

Hutch through-beam operation while in 
access. 

007 
2010-3-2 11,12,13 

Rework XRT and FEH, add 
scheduling, change signature list. 

 
2010-3-2 10 

Rework NEH to allow Hutch through-
beam operation while in access. 

 2009-11-08 8.2.1g Add PCPM0 and BTMQUE 
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1. Introduction 
The requirements for the LCLS Access Control Systems (ACS) are defined according to 
the physical zones into which the accelerator and beam lines are divided. Two types of 
ACS systems with somewhat differing standards are utilized for the LCLS: Personnel 
Protection Systems (PPS) are used for electron beamlines, and Hutch Protection Systems 
(HPS) are used for X-Ray beamlines.  
 
The ACS is to provide a number of entry gates and a fail-safe and redundant interlock 
system to provide safe access to each of the zones described. In addition, the operating 
modes and access conditions are defined by the location of beam stoppers, or beam 
dumps, and by the shielding for containing the beam within certain areas. The 
specification for the type of interlock system will be given in the ESD for the PPS. 
 
The LCLS adds to the existing accelerator systems so heed is also given to existing 
hardware and modes of operation. In some cases, changes are prescribed in order to 
accommodate the LCLS. 

2. Operational Modes of the Electron Beam 
The primary operating modes of the LCLS are defined according to the location of beam 
dumps and stoppers. It should be emphasized that these are operational modes and do not 
define accelerator access conditions or allowed PPS modes. These operational modes are 
mapped into various allowed PPS access conditions below in Table 1. 

 
1 Beam bent into the Gun Spectrometer 

Dump, just downbeam of the gun 
1 nC at 120 Hz maximum 7 MeV 

2 Beam delivered to the sector 21 Linac 
Spectrometer Dump in the Linac housing 

1 nC at 120 Hz maximum 135 MeV 

3 Beam to the BSY, stopped on D2 or 52SL2 1 nC at 120 Hz maximum 4.3-13.6 GeV 
4 Beam to the LTU (Linac to undulator) single 

bunch beam dump 
1 nC at 120 Hz maximum 4.3-13.6 GeV 

5 Beam to the Undulator Tune-up Dump, just 
upstream of the undulator 

1 nC at 10 Hz maximum 
(BCS and MPS interlocked) 

4.3-13.6 GeV 

6 Beam to the Main electron Dump 1 nC at 120 Hz maximum 4.3-13.6 GeV 
Figure 1 and Table 1: Operational Modes of the LCLS electron beam 
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3. PPS Zones 
The LCLS is divided up into the following PPS zones, shown in Figure 2 and 
summarized in Table 2. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 2 Schematic layout of the PPS zones for LCLS. 
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Zone 
Name 

Entry Requirements: 
Radiological 

Entry Requirements: 
Other 

Operational 
Modes 

Allowed 
During Access 

(table 1) 

Zone 
Disposition

Injector 
Vault 

RF modulators OFF 
Gun modulator OFF 
Backwards Beam Stoppers IN 
(RF Valve CLOSED***) 

Laser shutter IN* 
Electrical hazards 

COVERED 

None New PPS 

Linac,  
Sectors 2-29 

All VVSs OFF (note: Injector 
Vault Gun and RF derive 
power from VVSs, so they 
are OFF) 

Electrical Hazards OFF 
for each individual 
sector pair accessed. 
New LCLS electrical 
hazards: COVERED 

None Existing PPS 

BSY and  
Sector 30 

All VVSs OFF or BAS II 
Mode** 

 

Sector 30: Electrical 
Hazards OFF 

BSY: Electrical Hazards 
COVERED or OFF 
(SLC Arc Mains) 

None (1,2)† Existing PPS 

BTH 
(includes 
Undulator 
Hall tunnel) 

PPS Stoppers IN: D2, ST60, 
ST61 

Electrical Hazards 
COVERED 

1,2,3 New PPS 

Dump PPS Stoppers IN: D2, ST60, 
ST61 

 

Electrical Hazards 
COVERED 

1,2,3 New PPS 

Front End 
Enclosure 

PPS Stoppers IN: FEE ST1, 
FEE ST2 

Electrical Hazards 
COVERED 

1,2,3,4,5,6 New PPS 

Near Hall X-Ray Shutters IN: 2 for each 
beamline or shielded 

Electrical Hazards 
COVERED 

1,2,3,4,5,6 New HPS 

X-ray 
Transport 
Tunnel 

X-Ray Shutters IN: 2 for each 
beamline 

Electrical Hazards 
COVERED (if any) 

1,2,3,4,5,6 New PPS 

Far Hall X-Ray Shutters IN: 2 for each 
beamline or shielded 

Electrical Hazards 
COVERED 

1,2,3,4,5,6 New HPS 

* Unless in ‘Tunnel Alignment Mode’ as described in the LCLS Injector Laser Standard Operating Procedures. 

** See Table 4 in section 7 for an itemization of BASII Mode stoppers. 

*** This manual valve acts as an RF stopper to prevent CID beam-induced RF in the 20-5 accelerator sections from 
being transported to the Transverse Cavity in the LCLS Injector Vault during long-pulse beam operations. More 
details of this issue can be found in Section 5.1.  

† Modes 1 and 2 may be permissible in the future if Dogleg1 (DL1) magnets BX01/02 can be shown to be an 
acceptable BASII stopper, used in conjunction with existing stoppers ST950 and ST960. 

 

Table 2 Summary of entry requirements to individual PPS zones 
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4. Generic Requirements for New LCLS PPS Zones 
 
New LCLS Access Control Systems will conform to current SLAC standards and 
practices. It should be noted that there are two varieties of Access Control Systems 
contained within this proposal, each with unique design and operability requirements. 
Personnel Protection Systems (PPSs) are used for electron beam enclosures (LCLS 
Injector Vault, Beam Transport Hall, and Dump Enclosure). PPSs are controlled remotely 
by qualified PPS Operators at the Main Control Center (MCC). Hutch Protection Systems 
(HPSs) are used for secondary beam experiment enclosures in the Near and Far 
Experimental Halls and are controlled locally by qualified users that have been trained in 
the use of the HPS. Some other secondary beam enclosures, such as the Front End 
Enclosure (FEE) and X-Ray Transport Hall, will utilize full-featured PPS zones with 
Controlled Access. 

4.1 PPS Generic Requirements 
All PPS entry modules will have both a door and a gate as well as a standard SLAC 
keybank for use in controlled entry. Controlled Access entry is supervised by a qualified 
PPS Operator at MCC. Intercom systems are preferable for communication at entry 
modules for ease of use when workers are carrying equipment, and for PPS operators 
maintaining contact with workers as they enter. Video cameras will be included at all 
Controlled Access entry points. Emergency Off buttons, audio-visual warnings, access 
state annunciators, and yellow/magenta lights shall also be provided per current SLAC 
engineering practices. The SLAC-standard ‘door interlock bypass’ (DIB) function will be 
implemented at all Controlled Access entry points. This system only bypasses the 
entrance door microswitches while operators are monitoring the access. There is a couple 
second ‘grace period’ on the bypass function for operator functional ergonomics. The 
door release command and DIB function are issued by the same button in the control 
room. However, the door release is relinquished as soon as the entrant removes his key 
from the local door release Keyswitch in the field, thereby preventing unexpected door 
operations just prior to the DIB function expiration. 
 
All new LCLS electrical hardware will be engineered safe by way of magnet covers and 
will not require interlocking to the PPS. This simplifies administrative and training 
requirements for tunnel access, as well as Lock, Tag, and Verify procedures. In addition, 
thermal stability of accelerator systems will be superior and recovery time from 
accelerator accesses will be shorter. As such, new LCLS PPS Zones will be implemented 
with three access states: No Access, Controlled Access, and Permitted Access. 

4.2 HPS Generic Requirements 
HPS entry modules have a single door for entry; additional interior gates are not required 
or requested. HPS systems have only two effective access states: Search Set (or No 
Access), and Permitted Access. The basic SSRL Hutch model is being copied with some 
possible variations. 
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A single key will be used for controlling entry. When the appropriate access conditions 
have been met, this single key can be released from the PPS panel, and with the key the 
hutch door can be opened. The act of opening the hutch door causes the loss of the 
‘search set’ status. A retrofit option to utilize a magnetic lock and eliminate this door key 
is being considered. A detailed proposal will be put forth when funding and details are 
developed. 
 
Searches can only be performed by qualified HPS-trained users. The specifics of the 
training program and administrative control process must be defined but are outside the 
scope of this document. The Presets are located strategically within the Hutch and are 
completed with either a simple button push or an administratively-controlled key. The 
decision to utilize push buttons instead of keyswitches for the presets is dependent on the 
development of a suitable training and authorization program that satisfies the Radiation 
Safety Committee. Once all presets are obtained, the Hutch Door is closed, and the 
Search Set is achieved with the door key on the PPS console. This initiates the audio-
visual timer. With the Search Set status and completion of the audio-visual warning, the 
hutch is ready for beam. Each Hutch has a unique Online/Offline Keyswitch that prevents 
completion of the Hutch search when ‘offline.’ Emergency Off buttons, audio-visual 
warnings, and yellow/magenta lights shall also be provided per current SLAC 
engineering practices. 

4.3 LINAC/LCLS Mode Switch 
A new machine mode, called ‘LCLS Mode,’ is introduced for a variety of safety and 
operability purposes, itemized below. While in LCLS Mode, the BAS II Dump will be 
held ‘in’ via the withdrawal of PPS permits. The loss of ‘in’ status while in LCLS Mode 
shall result in a PPS fault that terminates Linac beam operation. A unique keyswitch shall 
control this mode; this key shall be controlled by the Accelerator Operations Group. 
Later, this mode may be augmented to include further fragmentation of the linac PPS so 
that access to Sectors 2 through 15 or 17 (the exact break point needs to be determined) 
can be allowed during LCLS operations. Because of the various safety implications of 
LCLS Mode, the position of this keyswitch should be managed by the Beam 
Authorization Sheets. 
 
Motivators for LCLS Mode: 

 Limit the available beam energies, and Maximum Credible Beam Power, 
of beams entering the Beam Transport Hall and the electron dump line. 

 Physically isolate the LCLS accelerator from the PEP accelerator (and 
other anticipated accelerator programs and facilities). 

 Separate the MPS into distinct areas, allow MPS shut-offs to target 
specific injectors. 

 Eventually, allow access downbeam of Sector 2 while the LCLS is in 
operation. The farthest downstream access point is not yet determined. 

 
When transferred to LINAC Mode, the DL1 bend magnet string BX01/02 will be 
disabled by removal of both PPS Permits. This magnet string bends LCLS beam from the 
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injector line into the Linac. With this magnet string off, LCLS beam can only be 
delivered to the Sector 21 Linac Injector Spectrometer Dump (SDMP dump in the SAB 
beamline).  

4.4 Beam Shut-Off Ion Chambers and Burn-Through Monitors 
The utilization and placement of Beam Shut-Off Ion Chambers (BSOICs) and Burn-
Through Monitors (BTMs) is guided by SLAC Beam Containment Policy. However, per 
standard SLAC engineering practices, BSOIC and BTM shut-down actions are 
implemented via the Personnel Protection System (PPS). As such, BSOIC and BTM 
requirements will be itemized in both this document and the BCS Specifications 
Document (ESD 1.1-311) for completeness. 

5. Requirements for the LCLS Injector Vault 
 
The LCLS injector vault has only one entry and exit point. This entry is to be 
instrumented with full PPS control: Controlled Access with a keybank and remote 
monitoring. There is also an equipment access provision. This equipment access is not 
suitable for personnel access, but only for overhead crane access for the installation and 
removal of heavy equipment to and from the Injector Vault floor 35 feet below. This 
equipment access will have a single interlocked gate that is padlocked closed. This 
padlock shall be keyed to the LCLS Injector Vault keybank key. Opening the equipment 
access gate will result in the loss of searched status. Any loss of search reset shall be 
reported to a dedicated channel of the MCC Alarm Annunciator Chassis. 
 
Access to the LCLS Injector Vault requires that the RF be turned off and the backwards-
beam stoppers be inserted and turned off. Existing RF interlocking for Linac access is 
implemented by switching off the VVS power to the modulators. However, the VVS for 
the Sector 20 klystrons used by the LCLS Injector is shared with Sector 19. Sector 19 RF, 
as well as klystrons 20-3C and 20-4A, are necessary for positron production and PEP II 
operations. Therefore, in order to allow access to the LCLS Injector Vault without 
interrupting other linac programs, the modulators for the injector klystrons will have 
direct interlocks (as is done now for the e+ vault). There are two backwards beam 
stoppers: a mechanical stopper is situated in the injection line between the permanent 
shielding and the linac, and the DL01 bend string BX01/02, which bends LCLS beam 
into the Linac. The shielding and backward beam stoppers have been designed to allow 
access to the injector vault even if there is beam in the adjacent linac tunnel. An itemized 
list of devices controlled by the PPS, and the hazards they mitigate, are itemized below in 
Table 3. 
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W

 
 

Figure 3: Plan View of the LCLS Injector Vault PPS 
 
 

Interlocked Device Hazard Controlled 
Mechanical Backwards Beam 
Stopper 

Linac radiation: shadows beampipe penetration in 
shield wall 

DL1 magnet BX01/02 Linac radiation: prevents dark current from 
striking the mechanical backward beam stopper 

Modulator 20-6 RF in Gun cavity 
Modulator 20-7 RF in accelerator section L0A 
Modulator 20-8 RF in accelerator section L0B 
Modulator 20-5* T-Cav: transverse-kicking RF structure 
* An RF valve must be closed in order to operate long-pulse beam at CID due to beam-

induced RF considerations. Details are described below in Section 5.1 
 

Table 3: Radiological Access Requirements for the LCLS Injector Vault 
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5.1  LCLS Injector RF plumbing and T-Cavity Induced RF 
Mitigation 

The RF for the Gun, L0A, and L0B will be supplied directly from klystrons 20-6, 20-7, 
and 20-8 respectively. RF power will no longer be delivered to the 20-6, 20-7, or 20-8 
accelerator sections in the Linac. 
 
The situation with klystron 20-5 and the T-cavity in the LCLS Injector Vault is different. 
The power requirements for this T-cavity are relatively low (<3 MW peak power), so it is 
plumbed to be downstream of the three 20-5 accelerator sections and utilizes the 
‘leftover’ power that would otherwise be terminated in an RF load. The 20-5 modulator is 
interlocked with the LCLS Injector Vault, and the VVS is shut down for Linac entries, so 
safety is engineered for powered operation of 20-5 for both access situations. However, 
Linac operation with 20-5 off may still induce RF in the 20-5 accelerator structures, and 
this induced RF may be delivered to the T-cavity in the Injector Vault while it is in 
access.  
 
The T-cavity has been run up to 4.7 MW peak power in the Klystron Test Lab to evaluate 
the overall condition of the cavity and assess its radiative properties. At 3 MW and at 60 
Hz, a hot spot on the cavity measured 0.22 mrem/hr and another 0.1 mrem/hr, both on 
contact1. Later, following several more hours of processing, the cavity was run to 4.7 
MW and the worst hotspot was 0.070 mrem/hr on contact1 above1.   
 
It is estimated that beam loading for the 500 kW E158 beam would result in 
approximately 5 MW of induced RF power delivered to the T-Cavity2. Maximum 
damping ring beam is an order of magnitude less current, and nearly two orders of 
magnitude less induced RF power.  
 
As such, it is proposed to utilize a standard waveguide valve to manage any potential 
hazard. A standard waveguide valve will be installed in the Linac following the final 20-5 
accelerator section (see Figure 4 below).  

 No additional mitigation beyond PPS interlocking is proposed for operation of 
short-pulse damping ring beams. 

 The 20-5 T-cavity manual RF valve will be closed to isolate the T-Cavity 
from the 20-5 accelerator sections in order to run long-pulse beams that 
bypass the damping rings. 

The position and locked status of the 20-5 T-cavity valve should be controlled by the 
Beam Authorization Sheets. There are already BAS-controlled items that depend on the 
accelerator configuration for short vs. long pulse and damped vs. straight-ahead beams; 
this will be one additional item. Access will have to be made to close this manual valve, 
however other even more substantial work is necessary to configure the accelerator for 
long-pulse operation, namely the removal of the ‘Linac X’ structure. 
 

                                                 
1 Memo from A.E. Vlieks to M. Saleski, “Summary of Transverse Cavity Tests,” July 5, 2006 
2 Private communication with F.J. Decker and R. Akre, June 2006. 
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Waveguide Valve  
 

Figure 4: Simplified Waveguide Layout for LCLS Injector Vault 
 

5.2 Interaction with the LCLS Injector Laser Safety System 
A second interlock system, the Laser Safety System, is to be implemented at the LCLS 
Injector Vault. The purpose of the Laser Safety System is to prevent exposure to laser 
light during access to the LCLS Injector Vault (The Laser Safety System performs other 
safety functions for the LCLS Injector laser room – not discussed in this document). This 
Laser Safety System has its own interlocked door situated downstairs in the Injector 
Vault. Any opening of this door will insert a PPS Laser Safety Stopper. An exception to 
this is the ‘Laser Alignment Mode,’ which allows access to the Injector Vault with the 
laser in operation by qualified laser operators with the use of an additional laser key. This 
key is only issued to qualified LCLS Laser Operators. A detailed description of laser 
safety at the LCLS Injector can be found in the LCLS Injector Laser Standard Operating 
Procedure. 

5.3 BSOICs in the LCLS Injector Region 
There are three BSOICs situated in the LCLS Injector Region. One BSOIC will be 
attached to the personnel barrier surrounding the injector access stairway and equipment 
drop, situated inside the stairwell. A second BSOIC will be located inside the Laser 
Room just above the laser penetration near the gun. Both of these BSOICs shut-off all 
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LCLS Injector Modulators (20-5 through 20-8) and are set to trip at 10 mrem/hr. Both of 
these will be NRC-style BSOICs (but from a different vender) with available gamma and 
neutron probes. Both gamma and neutron probes will be used in the stairwell, a gamma 
probe will be used at the laser penetration. 
 
The third BSOIC is existing and active, but with new functionality. This BSOIC is 
situated inside the LCLS Injector Vault on the injector/Linac shield wall and trips off the 
Linac VVSs when faulted. As the purpose of the BSOIC is to protect Injector Vault 
entrants from radiation caused by Linac beams, and because it will likely generate a fault 
condition when LCLS beam is in operation, this device will be bypassed when the LCLS 
Injector Vault is in No Access with Search Set and timer complete. A loss of search 
status, or lowering access state to Controlled or Permitted Access, with re-activate this 
BSOIC. This is a ‘SLAC classic’ style BSOIC. 
 
These three BSOICs shall be input to their own dedicated channel on the MCC Alarm 
Annunciator Panel. 
 

5.4 Stopper RST1 Protection 
The purpose of stopper RST1 it to block backwards-accelerated dark current and to 
shadow the beam pipe penetration in the LCLS Injector Vault shield wall from scattered 
radiation during LCLS Injector Vault access. This stopper has not been designed to 
withstand forward-accelerated beam from the LCLS Injector. Whenever stopper RST1 
has a loss of ‘out’ status, permits to the 20-6 Modulator (gun RF) will be inhibited. This 
interlock shall be realized redundantly. 

6.  New Requirements for the Linac 
 
The linac PPS zones in their present configuration consist of two adjacent sectors, called 
a sector pair, with the exception of sector 30 (which is discussed in the next section with 
the BSY). Linac sectors 2-29 have identical radiological access requirements: the shut-
down of all 16 Linac VVSs and guns. Each Linac sector pair has locally interlocked 
electrical hazards. No new LCLS accelerator components will require interlocking for 
electrical safety purposes; appropriate methods of covering the hazards will be utilized in 
all cases. 
 
Entry to a Linac sector pair is typically via the manway ladders. Presently, utilization of 
fall protection equipment, and an appropriate level of training, is necessary to use these 
ladders. The Linac PPS does not have a Controlled Access provision in its logic. This 
means that the linac can only be entered in Permitted Access, requiring the sectors to be 
searched after each entry. In addition to the manways, there are equipment hatches in 
sectors 9, 14, 19, and 30 where heavy equipment can be lowered into the housing. 
 
The Linac PPS may need to be modernized in the future in order to fully meet current 
safety standards and replace aging hardware, but such upgrades are not covered in this 
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document. Any future modernization project would at a minimum maintain the current 
Linac PPS functionality and quite likely augment it. Already, in order to minimize the use 
of ladders, a stairway has been provided at the Sector 24 equipment hatch location. The 
top of the stairway exits into the manway ladder alcove and is equipped with an 
interlocked door between the ladder alcove and the stairway. 
 
As mentioned above, access to the linac requires turning off all VVSs, removing the 
electrical power to all klystron modulators, including the LCLS injector klystrons. At 
present, linac access anywhere downstream of the DRIP would also require shutting off 
the LCLS injector (by way of VV10). It is foreseen that ‘LCLS Mode’ as described in 
section 4.3 will be augmented to allow Linac access further downstream than the DRIP 
concurrent with LCLS operation. Further analysis is needed to determine the appropriate 
Linac ‘break point’ and the location of one or two backward beam stoppers upstream of 
the LCLS injector. The LCLS Mode Stopper, already required inserted for all LCLS 
operations, could possibly serve as a backward beam stopper in this mode of operation 

7. New Requirements for the BSY and Sector 30 
 
The BSY PPS zone comprises the PEP NIT and SIT lines, the BSY common line, the 
SLC 51 and 52 lines, A-, B- and C-line tunnels and the decommissioned SPEAR 
injection tunnel. There is Controlled Access through the BSY manway, and Permitted 
Access through the BSY Main Access and from upstream through the accelerator tunnel 
from sector 30.  There are additional emergency egress routes through Cableway 4 near 
the end of the A-Line, and through a special egress into the former FFTB (now known as 
the BTH West portion of the LCLS Beam Transport Hall). The BSY PPS may need to be 
modernized in the future in order to fully meet current safety standards and replace aging 
hardware, but such upgrades are not covered in this document. Any future modernization 
project would at a minimum maintain the current BSY PPS functionality. 
 
The Beam Switch Yard (BSY) and Sector 30 have identical radiological entry 
requirements listed in Table 3. Entry may be made in either BSY mode, where all Linac 
RF is shut down, or in BAS II Mode, where a system of stoppers is inserted to render safe 
access conditions. This list of stoppers is virtually identical to the pre-LCLS stopper list 
with one exception: the addition of Modulator 20-6 powering the LCLS Injector RF Gun. 
This, in addition to the existing ST950 and ST960, provides the requisite three stoppers 
for downstream entry. In the future it is hoped that DL1 bend BX01/02 could be 
substituted for Modulator 20-6 should it be demonstrated that beam operation to the 
Linac Spectrometer Dump in Sector 21 is compatible with Sector30/BSY access. 
 
The BSY has covered electrical hazards, with the notable exception of the SLC Arc 
Mains which are interlocked. Sector 30 has several interlocked electrical hazards. No new 
LCLS accelerator components will require interlocking for electrical safety purposes; 
appropriate methods of covering the hazard will be utilized in all cases. 
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Beamlines leading to  
Sector 30 and BSY 

BAS II Mode BSY Mode 

PEP LE Bypass Line 
Stoppers 

Stopper 6426 (at 4-4) 
Stopper 6427 (at 4-4) 
LEXT PM1 6410 
LEXT B1 6418 

 

PEP HE Bypass Line 
Stoppers 

Stopper 4046 (at 10-4) 
Stopper 4047 (at 10-4) 
HEXT PM1 4040 
HEXT B2 4042 
HEXT B3 4054 

 
 
VV1A through VV14 
(Sector 0 - Sector 28 RF) 

Linac (CID) Stoppers BAS II Dump (at 20-1) 
BAS II Scatterer (at 20-1) 
ST 950 (at 28-9) 
ST 960 (at 28-9) 

 

Linac (LCLS) Stoppers Modulator 20-6 (RF Gun)* 
ST 950 (at 28-9) 
ST 960 (at 28-9) 

 

Local Hazards VV15 (S29-S30 RF) VV15 (S29-S30 RF) 
* It is intended to substitute DL1 bend string BX01/02 for Modulator 20-6 Gun RF if/when it can be 
demonstrated that beam operations to the Linac Spectrometer Dump in Sector 21 can be performed safely 
with personnel in Sector 30 or BSY access. 

 
Table 4: Radiological Access Requirements for Sector 30 and BSY for  

BAS II Mode and BSY Mode 
 

8. Requirements for the Undulator PPS Complex 
The Undulator PPS Complex is comprised of three conventional facility regions (the 
Beam Transport Hall (BTH), the Undulator Hall, and the Dump Enclosure) and are 
divided into two PPS Zones (BTH and Dump Enclosure). The BTH PPS Zone includes 
both the BTH conventional facility and the Undulator Hall conventional facility. The 
Dump Enclosure PPS Zone includes the Dump Enclosure conventional facility. These 
two PPS Zones have the same radiological access requirements and are specified here as 
a single functional unit. 

8.1 Physical Description 

8.1.1 Beam Transport Hall PPS Zone Physical Description 
The BTH PPS Zone includes both the BTH conventional facility and the Undulator Hall 
conventional facility. The BTH conventional facility contains the Linac-to-Undulator 
(LTU) beamline and extends from the muon shielding in the former FFTB tunnel up to 
the entrance of the Undulator Hall at the eastern side of the Research Yard. The pre-
existing western portion of the BTH PPS Zone, located within a separately shielded  
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Figure 5: Undulator PPS Complex 
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portion of the existing BSY, is referred to as ‘BTH West’ and is approximately 360 feet 
in length. The rest of the BTH conventional facility is a new above-ground structure that 
bisects the Research Yard and is 738 feet in length. The Undulator Hall is a ‘sub-zone’ of 
the BTH PPS Zone and is a bored underground tunnel 566 feet in length. This results in a 
BTH PPS Zone that is approximately 1660 feet in length. 
  
The primary access point for the BTH PPS Zone is through a fully instrumented PPS 
entrance at the east side of the BTH conventional facility (east side of the Research 
Yard). This BTH East Entry will allow personnel and equipment access in both Permitted 
Access and Controlled Access. A secondary access point, the BTH West Entry, is located 
at the western side of the BTH conventional facility (west side of the Research Yard) and 
only allows personnel and equipment access while in Permitted Access; it is always 
available as an emergency egress route. A third emergency egress, a manway ladder, is 
located in the BTH West approximately 20 feet from the 55-foot iron muon shield plug 
and exits into the Beam Switchyard. Controlled Access entry to the Undulator Hall, as 
part of the BTH PPS Zone, is through the BTH conventional facility via the BTH East 
Entry. To enter the Undulator Hall requires passing through an additional pair of double 
gates that form a thermal barrier between the BTH conventional facility and the 
Undulator Hall. The western-most gate pair, 2-hour fire-rated doors, is referred to as the  
Undulator Hall West Gate and is utilized as a search trap. Permitted Access passage 
between the Undulator Hall and Dump Enclosure is also possible through the Undulator 
Hall East Gate. 
 
An in-tunnel barrier gate is located just upstream of the ‘triangle alcove’ in the BTH 
West. This gate is administratively locked during high-power ESA operation to prevent 
access to upstream areas where there are radiological concerns. This functionality must 
be maintained (‘classroom’ knob set where the door can be locked from the outside, but 
never from the inside; personnel can always exit). In addition, the BTH design is to 
support future system expansion to address these radiological concerns should the 
laboratory physics program demand it. 

8.1.2 Dump Enclosure PPS Zone Physical Description 
The Dump Enclosure PPS Zone is a below grade structure that contains the electron Main 
Dump and Safety Dump. The accelerator area of the enclosure is approximately 120 feet 
long, whereas the entrance maze is approximately 150 feet long. The Dump Enclosure 
PPS Zone is accessed through a fully instrumented PPS entrance at the west side of the 
Near Experimental Hall (NEH). An inter-zonal interlocked gate (Undulator Hall East 
Gate) serves as both a thermal barrier and a fire barrier between the Dump Enclosure and 
the Undulator Hall and also separates the PPS zones. 
 

8.2 Performance Requirements 
Standard SLAC PPS technical requirements, such as those outlined in the SLAC 
Radiation Safety Systems Technical Basis Document, are not reiterated in the 
requirements here. These include requirements such as the spacing of Emergency Off 
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Buttons, the fact the Emergency Off Buttons only break the search in No Access (not in 
Controlled Access), and the function of the Door Interlock Bypass feature for Controlled 
Access Entries, as well as numerous other items. Features and requirements particular to 
this installation are described below: 

8.2.1 Undulator PPS Complex Regional Requirements 
[a] Access Requirements: Stoppers D2, ST60, and ST61 must be in prior to allowing 

access to the Undulator PPS Complex (either the BTH or Dump Enclosure PPS 
Zone). If any Undulator PPS Complex Zone is in Permitted Access or Controlled 
Access, and any of these stoppers do not redundantly report ‘in,’ other 
mitigations must render the area safe. 

[b] Electrical Hazards are to be covered in accordance with SLAC electrical safety 
standards and may remain on when in access.  

[c] Bailing between No Access and Controlled Access is a combined function for the 
BTH and Dump Enclosure PPS Zones; both zones change between these access 
states in unison in both directions. Both Zones must be in Controlled Access for 
bailing to No Access to be allowed. 

[d] Bailing between Controlled Access and Permitted Access is an independent zone 
function; each PPS Zone may perform this function independently. 

[e] There will be 9 BSOICs in the Undulator PPS Complex. BSOIC trips in this 
region will mitigate the detected hazard by insertion of the D2, ST60, and ST61 
stopper set. All BSOICs will have both gamma and neutron probes. An 
itemization of the units, and a diagram of the approximate BSOIC location for 
many units, can be found below: 

o North transverse shield wall 
o South transverse shield wall 
o Support building ‘2.1’ (Building 911) 
o Support building ‘2.2’ (Building 912) 
o Support building ‘2.3’ (Building 913) 
o BTH West Entry Module 
o BTH East Entry Module 
o Support Building 3.1 (Building 921), near a 22” diameter penetration. 
o FEE West Wall BSOIC. This unit will have an auto-bypass function; 

when the FEE is in ‘No Access and Search Reset’ the unit is not required 
to be active. 

[f] When the Undulator PPS Complex (both BTH and Dump Enclosure PPS Zones) 
is in No Access with Search Set and Timeout Complete, the BSOICs situated 
inside the BTH West tunnel may be bypassed. These BSOIC locations are shown 
on existing Accelerator Department Documentation. 
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Figure 6: BTH BSOIC locations 

 
[g] There are 13 BTMs in the Undulator PPS Complex: 7 BTMs are part of a BTH 

BTM/spot shielding system; 6 additional BTMs are situated in the dump region. 
Burn-Through Monitor (BTM) trips in this region must immediately terminate 
accelerator operations through shut-down of the Linac. It is possible to allow 
recovery of upstream operations following insertion of Stoppers D2, ST60, and 
ST61. The specific size and location of these BTMs are detailed in a separate 
PRD (PRD-1.3-025). Approximate locations are given below in LCLS 
Coordinates: 

o BTM1     Z=193.0 meters 
o BTM2     Z=211.0 meters 
o BTM3     Z=246.98 meters 
o BTM4     Z=283.0 meters 
o BTM5     Z=319.0 meters 
o BTM6     Z=354.0 meters 
o BTM7     Z=362.3 meters 
o BTM8     Z=375.25 meters 
o BTM9     Z=382.1 meters 
o PCPM0    Z=672.4 meters 
o BTMQUE    Z=683.3 meters 
o PCPM1 BTM    Z=692.7 meters 
o PCPM2 BTM    Z=703 meters 
o Safety Dump/’C0’ BTM  Z=719.5 meters 
o Main Dump BTM   Z=715.8 meters 
o FEE ST1 BTM   Z=693.2 meters 
o FEE ST 2 BTM   Z=718.5 meters 

[h] A unique Stopper Enable/Disable Keyswitch shall be provided so that the BTH 
stoppers (D2, ST60, ST61) may be disabled. When ‘Disabled,’ the BTH stoppers 
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cannot be opened even if the BTH and Dump Enclosure zones are both secure 
and ready for beam. 

8.2.2 Beam Transport Hall PPS Zone Requirements 
[a] Access through the BTH East Entry may be made in either Controlled Access or 

Permitted Access. The BTH East Entry Door will remain magnetically locked 
except when in Permitted Access, or when released by PPS Operators during 
Controlled Access entry. Opening this door in No Access, or in Controlled 
Access while the DIB circuit is not enabled, will cause the loss of Searched 
Status. Emergency entry and egress provisions will be provided and will function 
in any access state. 

[b] Personnel access through the BTH West Entry may be made only in Permitted 
Access. The BTH West Entry Door will remain magnetically locked except when 
in Permitted Access. Opening this door in No Access or in Controlled Access 
will cause the loss of Searched Status. Emergency entry and egress provisions 
will be provided and will function in any access state. 

[c] Utilization of the BSY/BTH manway ladder (by actuating either the sliding gate 
in the BTH West or the rolling shield block in the BSY) will cause the loss of 
Searched Status for both the BTH and BSY. 

[d] The Undulator Hall East Gate, which also serves as a fire door, cannot be 
magnetically locked due to fire code restrictions. This door will be mechanically 
latched at all times with approved fire-rated hardware and can be opened for 
emergency egress or ordinary access at any time. If this door is opened, both the 
BTH Search and the Dump Enclosure Search are to be ‘not set.’ A special 
annunciator panel will be installed to indicate when this door can be opened 
without spoiling a search (when the BTH PPS Zone and the Dump Enclosure are 
both in Permitted Access). 

[e] Presets shall be placed throughout the BTH to facilitate searches. The BTH West 
Entry maze requires a ‘smart preset’ that monitors the BTH West Door; opening 
that door will cause the loss of that preset. The Undulator Hall East Gate requires 
a ‘smart preset’ that monitors the gate position; opening that gate will cause the 
loss of that preset. The Zone must be in Controlled Access to obtain Search 
Presets. Acquisition of the Zone Search Reset requires all Search Presets to be 
Complete. Once acquired, loss of the Zone Search Reset will result in the loss of 
the Search Presents; transfer to Permitted Access will result in the loss of the 
Search Presets. 

[f] Access to the Undulator Hall portion of the BTH PPS Zone from the west is via 
the Undulator Hall West Gate. This gate is a conventional facility thermal barrier 
and fire door whose PPS function is limited to ‘search trap.’ There will be an 
Undulator Hall Search Preset status that represents the search status of the 
Undulator Hall portion of the BTH. If this door is opened when the BTH PPS 
Zone Search is not set, then the Undulator Hall Search Preset is to be ‘not set.’ 
This door can opened whenever the BTH PPS Zone is Search Complete without 
consequence, even in No Access. The door will not be equipped with a magnetic 
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lock, but will have mechanical door closers and latches per fire door 
requirements. 

[g] The Emergency Off buttons west of the administrative high-power ESA gate 
situated in the BTH West shall be wired as a distinct zone to support possible 
functional expansion as described in the third paragraph of Section 8.1.1. 

8.2.3 Dump Enclosure PPS Zone Requirements 
[a] Access through the Dump Enclosure Entry may be made in either Controlled 

Access or Permitted Access. The Dump Enclosure Door will remain 
magnetically locked except when in Permitted Access or when released by PPS 
Operators during Controlled Access. Opening this door in No Access, or in 
Controlled Access when the DIB circuit is not enabled, will cause the loss of 
Searched Status. Emergency entry and egress provisions will be provided and 
will function in any access state. 

[b] The Undulator Hall East Gate, which also serves as a fire door, cannot be 
magnetically locked due to fire code restrictions. This door will be mechanically 
latched at all times with approved fire-rated hardware and can be opened for 
emergency egress or ordinary access at any time. If this door is opened, both the 
BTH Search and the Dump Enclosure Search are to be ‘not set.’ A special 
annunciator panel will be installed to indicate when this door can be opened 
without spoiling a search (when the BTH PPS Zone and the Dump Enclosure are 
both in Permitted Access). 

[c] Presets shall be placed throughout the Dump Enclosure to facilitate searches. The 
Undulator Hall East Gate requires a ‘smart preset’ that monitors the gate 
position; opening this gate will cause the loss of the preset. The Zone must be in 
Controlled Access to obtain Search Presets. Acquisition of the Zone Search Reset 
requires all Search Presets to be Complete. Once acquired, loss of the Zone 
Search Reset will result in the loss of the Search Presents; transfer to Permitted 
Access will result in the loss of the Search Presets.  

9. Requirements for the Front End Enclosure  
 

The Front End Enclosure (FEE) will be a full-featured PPS zone due to the fact that the 
Bremsstrahlung hazard is similar to that of an electron beam enclosure, and also due to 
the likely complexity of the search. The beam housing is a 15-foot wide 110-foot long 
single entry tunnel with a 60-foot long entry maze; the entry maze includes a 9’x14’ 
electrical room with a fire-rated wall and door. The accelerator enclosure houses 
numerous x-ray beam line components such as the gas cell attenuators, collimators, 
mirrors, and hutch stoppers. Several fire-rated doors are distributed both inside and 
outside of the PPS zone to mitigate the danger in this unique fire hazard area. 
 
PPS access is through a new PPS keyed entry into the FEE. Since the FEE is shielded 
from the electron beam in the adjacent beam dump area and undulator hall, access to the 
FEE will be allowed with electron beam parked on the main dump with the FEE stoppers 
‘in.’ Prior to crucial commissioning radiation survey measurements and tests of the zero-
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degree electron exclusion from the X-Ray beam channel, the FEE may be categorized as 
a radiation area, requiring RWT I training to access. 
 

 
Figure 7: FEE PPS Enclosure 

 

9.1 FEE Performance Requirements 
Standard SLAC PPS technical requirements, such as those outlined in the SLAC 
Radiation Safety Systems Technical Basis Document, are not reiterated in the 
requirements here. These include requirements such as the spacing of Emergency Off 
Buttons, the fact the Emergency Off Buttons only break the search in No Access (not in 
Controlled Access), and the function of the Door Interlock Bypass feature for Controlled 
Access Entries, as well as numerous other items. Features and requirements particular to 
this installation are described below: 

[a] Access Requirements: FEE Stoppers ST1 and ST2 must be in prior to allowing 
access to the FEE. If the FEE is in Permitted Access or Controlled Access, and 
any of these stoppers do not redundantly report ‘in,’ other mitigations must 
render the area safe. 

[b] Electrical Hazards are to be covered in accordance with SLAC electrical safety 
standards and may remain on when in access.  

[c] The BSOIC situated inside the FEE at the west wall is required for electron beam 
operation to the main dump. As such it is subject to and specified in the BTH 
BSOIC requirements defined in Section 8.2.1[e]: trips in this region will mitigate 
the detected hazard by insertion of the D2, ST60, and ST61 stopper set. This unit 
will have an auto-bypass function: when the FEE is in ‘No Access and Search 
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Reset’ the unit is not required to be active. This BSOIC will have both gamma 
and neutron detector probes.  

[d] BSOICs: two BSOICs are required active for beam operation in the FEE. These 
BSOICs will have both gamma and neutron probes. Trips of these BSOICs will 
mitigate the detected hazard by insertion of FEE ST1 and FEE ST2: 

o NEH Hutch 1 West Wall BSOIC, situated near where the high-energy X-
Ray beamline enters Hutch 1. 

o FEE Entry Module BSOIC, situated just outside the FEE PPS Door. 
[e] The Burn-Through Monitor (BTM) for FEE ST1 and ST2 are required for 

electron operation to the main dump since they assure that beam in properly 
contained to that area. As such they are subject to and specified in the BTH BTM 
requirements defined in Section 8.2.1[g]: trips in this region must immediately 
terminate accelerator operations through shut-down of the Linac; it is possible to 
allow recovery of upstream operations following insertion of Stoppers D2, ST60, 
and ST61. 

[f] Personnel access to the FEE can only be made through the FEE Entry maze and 
may be made in either Controlled Access or Permitted Access. The FEE Door 
will remain magnetically locked except when in Permitted Access. Opening this 
door in No Access, or in Controlled Access while the DIB circuit is not enabled, 
will cause the loss of Searched Status. Emergency entry and egress provisions 
will be provided and will function in any access state. 

[g] Presets shall be placed in the FEE to facilitate searches. The Zone must be in 
Controlled Access to obtain Search Presets. Acquisition of the Zone Search Reset 
requires all Search Presets to be Complete. Once acquired, loss of the Zone 
Search Reset will result in the loss of the Search Presents; transfer to Permitted 
Access will result in the loss of the Search Presets. 

[h] A unique Stopper Enable/Disable Keyswitch shall be provided so that the FEE 
stoppers may be disabled. When ‘Disabled,’ the FEE stoppers cannot be opened 
even if the zone is secure and ready for beam. 

 

10  Requirements for the Near Experimental Hall 
 
The Near Experimental Hall (NEH) contains only X-ray beam lines. Access to the 
experiment hutches is not dependant on the state of the electron beam. Hutch stoppers 
(frequently referred to as shutters, but this document will use ‘stoppers’ so as to avoid 
confusion with laser shutters) will control access to the hutches. These experimental 
hutches are HPS enclosures, not PPS enclosures. The fundamental differences between 
these two system types and their generic requirements were defined earlier in Section 4 of 
this document. 
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Figure 8: Schematic sketch of Near Experimental Hall (NEH) hutches, including some 
PPS/HPS devices discussed below. 

 

Access modes that allow ‘through-beam’ operation are described here, i.e. where a beam 
line continues to operate and pass beam through an in-access hutch to a downbeam 
experiment.  
 
The desired operational and access modes for the initial through-beam operation 
configuration for the NEH hutches are described in the Physics Requirement Document 
PRD 1.6-009 "X-Ray Systems Operational Modes". 
 
 

Table 1. Stopper table for NEH.  

For Access to: Hutch 1 SXR Sample 
in Hutch 1 

(SXRa) 

Hutch 2 Hutch 3 

In Mode: any any any Hutch 3 FEH 

      

S1 In     

S2  In In   

S2B      

SH1    In  

 

10.1 Hutch 1 Performance Requirements 
Hutch 1 in the NEH is a 34-foot by 32-foot enclosure that houses the AMO experiment. 
There are two beam pipes that pass through this hutch to downbeam experiment stations. 
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These beam pipes may be transporting beam to other experiments while Hutch 1 is in 
access. 
 

[a] Through-Beam Warning Lights (“Beam Lights”) shall be mounted to the pass-
through beam pipes within the hutch, and be controlled through the HPS system. 
The lights shall be lit according to the stopper status, i.e. whenever the stopper is 
not disabled. 

[b] Access Requirements: Photon Stopper set ‘S1’ (stoppers ST1971.1 and 
ST1971.2) must be in prior to allowing access to Hutch 1. Inserting the stoppers 
allows Permitted Access to be set. Setting Permitted Access releases the Door 
key; opening the hutch door causes a loss of the hutch search. If the hutch is in 
Permitted Access and any of these stoppers do not redundantly report ‘in,’ other 
mitigations must render the area safe. 

[c] Electrical Hazards are to be covered in accordance with SLAC electrical safety 
standards and may remain on when in access.  

[d] Two BSOICs are required inside Hutch 1. The first is located on the west wall 
and is active whenever beam is in the FEE. It is subject to and specified in the 
BTH BSOIC requirements defined in Section 9.1[d]: trips of this BSOIC will 
mitigate the detected hazard by insertion of FEE ST1 and FEE ST2. This BSOIC 
will have both gamma and neutron probes. The second BSOIC is located near the 
hard x-ray pass-through beam line, in order to detect radiation in "through-beam" 
operation. It can be interlocked at all times. This BSOIC will have a gamma 
probe: trips of this BSOIC will mitigate the detected hazard by insertion of 
stopper pair 'SH1'. 

[e] Burn-Through Monitor (BTM) trips for stoppers ‘S1’ (ST1971.1 and ST1971.2) 
must immediately terminate accelerator operations through shut-down of the 
Linac. It is possible to allow recovery of upstream operations following insertion 
of Stoppers FEE ST1 and FEE ST2.  

[f] Personnel access to Hutch 1 is made through the sliding personnel Hutch Door, 
or Hutch Equipment Door (see below). The Hutch Door will remain locked and 
can only be opened with the Door Key. The Door Key can only be released when 
the required stoppers are in. Opening this door with the ‘Search Set’ will cause 
the loss of Searched Status. Emergency egress provisions will be provided and 
will function regardless of PPS access state. 

[g] Presets shall be placed in the hutch to facilitate searches. Presets are timed to 
expire within a few minutes to ensure searches are completed in a timely fashion, 
and to ensure that presets do not remain complete following an abandoned 
search.  

[h] Acquisition of the Search Reset condition requires all Presets to be Complete. 
The Search Reset keyswitch is situated outside of the hutch on the PPS panel and 
is obtained with the Door Key. When open, the Hutch Door mechanically retains 
the Door Key; the door must be closed to remove the key and obtain the Search 
Reset. Once acquired, loss of the hutch Search Reset will result in the loss of the 
Presets. 
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[i] An audio-visual warning will operate for a set length of time following 
completion of the Search Reset. Completion of this timeout and retention of the 
Search Set state defines the hutch ‘ready for beam’ and permits are issued that 
allow removal of the hutch stoppers. 

[j] Emergency Off buttons will render the Search ‘not set’ and all Presets ‘not set’ 
and release the Hutch Door lock. 

[k] The Hutch Equipment Door shall be interlocked to the Hutch Search Set state. 
The Hutch Equipment Door must be closed to obtain or retain the Search Set 
state. The devices used to detect the presence of this panel must be capable of 
being tested with the panel in place if the door is not readily opened and closed. 

[l] A unique Hutch Online/Offline Keyswitch shall be provided so that the hutch 
may be disabled. When ‘Offline,’ the stoppers controlling access to the Hutch are 
disabled "in", and the Hutch Presets and Search Reset cannot be obtained. 

[m] Vacuum sensors for the Vacuum Interlock System, described in Section 10.2, 
will be installed in the Hutch 2 through-beam transport pipe located in Hutch 1. 

[n] Configuration Control inputs must be provided in the HPS. Stoppers controlling 
beam delivery to the hutch (in its current mode) can only be enabled when the 
provided electrical signals indicate that the CC system is properly satisfied. 

10.2 Hutch 2 Performance Requirements 
Hutch 2 in the NEH is a 34-foot by 32-foot enclosure that houses the SXR experiment. 
Two separate SXR experiments can be conducted, SXRa and SXRb. The boundary 
between them is defined by Stopper S2B, which is located within Hutch 2. FEL beam 
delivery can occur upstream of Stopper S2B as long as the stopper is closed. Such beam 
delivery can occur while Hutch 2 is in access, although this region includes hardware 
within Hutch 2 proper. There is also one beam pipe that passes through this hutch to 
downbeam experiment stations. This beam pipe may be transporting beam to Hutch 3 or 
FEH hutches while Hutch 2 is in access.  

[a] Through-Beam Warning Lights (“Beam Lights”) shall be mounted to the pass-
through beam pipe within the hutch, and on the beam pipe located between 
Stopper S2B and the west wall of the hutch. These lights shall be controlled 
through the HPS system, and shall be lit according to the stopper status, i.e. 
whenever the stopper is not disabled. 

[b] Access Requirements: Photon Stopper set ‘S2’ (ST2971.1 and ST2971.2) must 
be in prior to allowing access to the Hutch 2. Inserting the stoppers allows 
Permitted Access to be set. Setting Permitted Access releases the Door key; 
opening the hutch door causes a loss of the hutch search. If the hutch is in 
Permitted Access and any of these stoppers do not redundantly report ‘in,’ other 
mitigations must render the area safe. 

[c] Electrical Hazards are to be covered in accordance with SLAC electrical safety 
standards and may remain on when in access.  

[d] BSOICs: One BSOIC is required for Hutch 2. The BSOIC is located near the 
through-beam line inside Hutch 2 and is interlocked at all times This BSOIC 
detects radiation in ‘through beam’ operation, and will have gamma probes. Trips 
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of this BSOIC will mitigate the detected hazard by insertion of stopper pair 
'SH1'. 

[e] Burn-Through Monitor (BTM) trips for stoppers ‘S2’ (ST2971.1 and ST2971.2) 
or ‘S2B’ (? and ?) must immediately terminate accelerator operations through 
shut-down of the Linac. It is possible to allow recovery of upstream operations 
following insertion of Stoppers FEE ST1 and FEE ST2.  

[f] Personnel access to Hutch 2 is made through the sliding personnel Hutch Door, 
or through the Hutch Equipment Door (see below). The Hutch Door will remain 
locked and can only be opened with the Door Key. The Door Key can only be 
released when the required stoppers are in. Opening this door with the ‘Search 
Set’ will cause the loss of Searched Status. Emergency egress provisions will be 
provided and will function regardless of PPS access state. 

[g] Presets shall be placed in the hutch to facilitate searches. Presets are timed to 
expire within a few minutes to ensure searches are completed in a timely fashion, 
and to ensure that presets do not remain complete following an abandoned 
search.  

[h] Acquisition of the Search Reset requires all Presets to be Complete. The Search 
Reset keyswitch is situated outside of the hutch on the PPS panel and is obtained 
with the Door Key. When open, the Hutch Door mechanically retains the Door 
Key; the door must be closed to remove the key and obtain the Search Reset. 
Once acquired, loss of the hutch Search Reset will result in the loss of the 
Presents. 

[i] An audio-visual warning will operate for a set length of time following 
completion of the Search Reset. Completion of this timeout and retention of the 
Search Set state defines the hutch ‘ready for beam’ and permits are issued that 
allow removal of the hutch stoppers. 

[j] Emergency Off buttons will render the Search ‘not set’ and all Presets ‘not set’ 
and release the Hutch Door lock. 

[k] The Hutch Equipment Door shall be interlocked to the Hutch Search Set state. 
The Hutch Equipment Door must be closed to obtain or retain the Search Set 
state. The devices used to detect the presence of this panel must be capable of 
being tested with the panel in place if the door is not readily opened and closed. 

[l] A unique Hutch 2 Online/Offline Keyswitch shall be provided so that Hutch 2 
may be disabled through Stopper S2B. When 'Offline', Stopper S2B, which 
controls beam delivery to Hutch 2, is disabled "in", and the Hutch Presets and 
Search Reset cannot be obtained.  

[m] A second, unique Online/Offline Keyswitch shall be provided to control beam 
delivery to the SXRa experiment, located between Stopper S2 and Stopper S2B. 
When ‘Offline’, Photon Stopper set ‘S2’ (stoppers ST2971.1 and ST2971.2) is 
disabled "in", and access to the SXR monochromator and spectrometer sample 
chamber in Hutch 1 may be permitted (depending on the status of Hutch 1). 
Panel switch controls shall also be provided to actuate Stopper S2, when the 
Keyswitch is Online. 

[n] Beam Containment inputs must be provided in the HPS for interface to a 
Vacuum Interlock System. This system monitors the vacuum pressure upstream 
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of Stopper S2B. Loss of vacuum must lead to an immediate shut-down of the 
linac, if it occurs while the SXRa experiment is Online. 

[o] Configuration Control inputs must be provided in the HPS. Stoppers controlling 
beam delivery to Hutch 2, or the SXRa experiment, can only be enabled when 
the provided electrical signals indicate that the respective CC systems are 
properly satisfied. 

[p] XPP diagnostic hardware located in Hutch 2 will be discussed in Section 10.3.  

10.3 Hutch 3 Performance Requirements 
Hutch 3 in the NEH is a large irregularly shaped hutch with a 36-foot by 32-foot main 
volume with a 35-foot by 11-foot extension. This hutch houses the XPP experiment. In 
the current configuration, there is one beam pipe that passes through this hutch.  The x-
ray beam either terminates in this hutch at the XPP instrument (for "Hutch 3" mode), or 
passes through the hutch in an uninterrupted beam pipe and on to the X-Ray Transport 
Tunnel (for "FEH mode"). Beam may be present in this beam pipe during access in the 
currently-proposed access mode (FEH mode). 

[a] Through-Beam Warning Lights (“Beam Lights”) shall be mounted to the FEH-
mode, pass-through beam pipe within the hutch, and controlled through the HPS 
system. The lights shall be lit according to the stopper status, i.e. whenever the 
stopper is not disabled. 

[b] Mode switch: The control for upstream stopper set ‘SH1’ (stoppers ST0961.1 
and ST0961.2) needs to be switchable between "Hutch 3" and "FEH" operating 
modes. In addition, in "Hutch 3" mode, Stopper SH2 shall always be "in". 

[c] Access Requirements: If the mode for stopper pair 'SH1' is Hutch 3, then the 
‘SH1’ stoppers must be in prior to allowing access to the Hutch 3. Inserting the 
stoppers allows Permitted Access to be set. Setting Permitted Access releases the 
Door key; opening the hutch door causes a loss of the hutch search. If the hutch 
is in Permitted Access and any of these stoppers do not redundantly report ‘in,’ 
other mitigations must render the area safe.  If the mode for stopper pair 'SH1' is 
FEH, then the 'SH1' stoppers are not interlocked to Hutch 3 HPS. 

[d] Electrical Hazards are to be covered in accordance with SLAC electrical safety 
standards and may remain on when in access.  

[e] BSOICs: Two BSOICs are required for Hutch 3. One is on the outside wall, 
active for beam operation in Hutch 3. The other BSOIC is near the beam line 
inside Hutch 3 and is only interlocked during access permitted. This BSOIC is to 
detect radiation in ‘through beam’ operation. These BSOICs will have gamma 
probes. Trips of these BSOICs will mitigate the detected hazard by insertion of 
stopper pair 'SH1'. 

[f] Burn-Through Monitor (BTM) trips for Hutch 3 stoppers ‘SH1’ must 
immediately terminate accelerator operations through shut-down of the Linac. It 
is possible to allow recovery of upstream operations following insertion of 
stoppers FEE ST1 and FEE ST2 in the electron beam dump area.  

[g] Personnel access to Hutch 3 is made through the personnel Hutch Door, or 
through the Hutch Equipment Door (see below). The Hutch Door will remain 
locked and can only be opened with the Door Key. The Door Key can only be 
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released when the required stoppers are in. Opening this door with the ‘Search 
Set’ will cause the loss of Searched Status. Emergency egress provisions will be 
provided and will function regardless of PPS access state. 

[h] Presets shall be placed in the hutch to facilitate searches. Presets are timed to 
expire within a few minutes to ensure searches are completed in a timely fashion, 
and to ensure that presets do not remain complete following an abandoned 
search.  

[i] Acquisition of the Search Reset requires all Presets to be Complete. The Search 
Reset Keyswitch is situated outside of the hutch on the PPS panel and is obtained 
with the Door Key. When open, the Hutch Door mechanically retains the Door 
Key; the door must be closed to remove the key and obtain the Search Reset. 
Once acquired, loss of the hutch Search Reset will result in the loss of the 
Presets. 

[j] An audio-visual warning will operate for a set length of time following 
completion of the Search Reset. Completion of this timeout and retention of the 
Search Set state defines the hutch ‘ready for beam’ and permits are issued that 
allow removal of the hutch stoppers. 

[k] Emergency Off buttons will render the Search ‘not set’ and all Presets ‘not set’ 
and release the Hutch Door lock. 

[l] The Hutch Equipment Door shall be interlocked to the Hutch Search Set state. 
The Hutch Equipment Door must be in place to obtain or retain the Search Set 
state. The devices used to detect the presence of this panel must be capable of 
being tested with the panel in place if the door is not readily opened and closed. 

[m] A unique Hutch Online/Offline Keyswitch shall be provided so that the hutch 
may be disabled. When ‘Offline’, the stoppers controlling access to the hutch are 
disabled "in", and the Hutch Presets and Search Reset cannot be obtained. 

[n] Beam Containment inputs must be provided in the HPS for interface to several 
possible subsystems, including a Vacuum Interlock System, beam-termination 
burn-through monitors, etc. A subset of these systems may be active in both the 
"FEH" and "Hutch 3" modes. Faults sensed through these subsystems must lead 
to an immediate shut-down of the linac, if they occur while either mode is 
Online. 

[o] Configuration Control inputs must be provided in the HPS. Stoppers controlling 
beam delivery in either mode can only be enabled when the provided electrical 
signals indicate that the respective CC systems are properly satisfied.  

1. Locking/interlocking of the XPP diagnostic hardware shielded box, located 
within Hutch 2, is one example of a required CC system.  

2. Locking/interlocking of the Hutch 3 through-beam pipe (utilized in the "FEH" 
mode) is another required CC system.  

3. A system of vacuum flange locks may also be needed along the entire hard x-
ray beam transport into Hutch 3, and would therefore be employed in Hutch 1, 
Hutch 2, and Hutch 3. 
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 11 Requirements for the X-Ray Transport Hall  
 
The X-Ray Transport line from the NEH to the FEH will be a full-featured PPS zone (to 
include interlocked gates). While the hazard is the same as for X-Ray Hutches, it is 
desired to have a Controlled Access feature, to avoid searching the entire 196 meter long 
enclosure following even short accesses.  
 

11.1   XRT Performance Requirements 
The XRT from the NEH to the FEH is a 196 meters long, 19' wide tunnel with a 9'6” 
radius 16'6” high domed ceiling. X-Ray Transport Tunnel beam will not be present in this 
beam pipe downstream of 'SH2' stoppers during access in the currently-proposed access 
modes. 

[a] Entrance Door Identification: Two doorways must be traversed in order to enter 
the XRT from the west end. However, it is the "inner" door, the one closest to the 
XRT proper, which shall receive interlock switches, etc., because it is the door 
equipped with radiation shielding. 

[b] Access Requirements: Photon stopper pair ‘SH2’ must be "in" prior to allowing 
access to the XRT. If the XRT is in Permitted Access or Controlled Access, and 
any of these stoppers do not redundantly report "in", other mitigations must 
render the area safe. Inserting the stoppers allows Controlled or Permitted Access 
to be set. 

[c] Electrical Hazards are to be covered in accordance with SLAC electrical safety 
standards and may remain on when in access.  

[d] Burn-Through Monitor (BTM) trips for SH2 stoppers must immediately terminate 
accelerator operations through shut-down of the Linac unless stoppers SH1 are 
in. It is possible to allow recovery of upstream operations following insertion of 
stoppers SH1 just upstream of Wall2 in FEE.  

[e] BSOICs: Three BSOICs are required active for beam operation related to the 
XRT. These BSOICs will have gamma probes. Trips of these BSOICs will 
mitigate the detected hazard by insertion of stoppers 'SH1'. 

o NEH XRT Entry Module BSOIC, situated just outside the XRT PPS Door 
in the NEH. 

o FEH XRT Entry Module BSOIC, situated just outside the XRT PPS Door 
in the FEH. 

o SH2 Scatter XRT BSOIC, situated near Stopper SH2, made active when 
XRT is "in access". 

[f] Personnel access to the XRT can be made through the XRT NEH door or XRT 
FEH door and may be made in either Controlled Access or Permitted Access. 
The XRT Doors will remain magnetically locked except when in Permitted 
Access. The XRT Door at the FEH end will open into the zone as required by fire 
safety code. Opening either door in No Access, or in Controlled Access while the 
DIB circuit is not enabled, will cause the loss of Searched Status. Emergency 
entry and egress provisions will be provided and will function in any access state. 
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[g] Access state change control, status, interlock reset control, search reset control, 
key and door release and search reset are needed at the local panel at the FEH 
end, with capability of observing the NEH keybank and door remotely from the 
FEH end. 

[h] Presets shall be placed in the XRT to facilitate searches. The Zone must be in 
Controlled Access to obtain Search Presets. Acquisition of the Zone Search Reset 
requires all Search Presets to be Complete. Once acquired, loss of the Zone 
Search Reset will result in the loss of the Search Presents; transfer to Permitted 
Access will result in the loss of the Search Presets. 

[i] A unique Stopper Enable/Disable Keyswitch shall be provided so that the XRT 
Stoppers ‘SH2’ stoppers may be disabled. When ‘Disabled,’ the XRT stoppers 
cannot be opened even if the zone is secure and ready for beam. 

[j] Beam Containment inputs must be provided in the PPS for interface to several 
possible subsystems, including a Vacuum Interlock System, beam-termination 
burn-through monitors, etc. Faults sensed through these subsystems must lead to 
an immediate shut-down of the linac, if they occur while the zone stopper is 
Enabled. 

 

 12 Requirements for the Far Experimental Hall 
 
The Far Experimental Hall (FEH) contains only X-ray beam lines so that access to the 
experiment hutches is not dependent on the state of the electron beam. Stoppers (4, 5, and 
6 in the XRT) for the x-ray beam will control access to the hutches. The FEH contains 3 
Hutches, Hutch 4, 5, and 6. There is mode control between Hutches 4 and 5 using a 
keyed mode switch as part of an interlocked control. 
 

S5
S4

S6
"Beamstop"

XPP
OUTXCS

XPP
OUTCXI

XPP
OUTMEC

"Vestibule" Hutch 4

Hutch 5
Hutch 6

PPS Stopper Set
BSOIC

Beam Light

ExperimentSXR

 

Figure 9: Schematic sketch of Far Experimental Hall (FEH) hutches, including some 
PPS/HPS devices discussed below. The beam line terminating in Hutch 5 is the "straight-
ahead" beam line; it comes directly from the FEE mirrors. The beam through S4 and S6 is 
obtained using additional optics located in the XRT, namely a large-offset monochromator 
and a single, additional mirror deflection. 
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Table 2. Stopper table for FEH.  

For Access to: Hutch 4 Hutch 5 Hutch 6 

In Mode: Hutch 4 Hutch 5 Hutch 4 Hutch 5 any 

      

S4 In In    

S5 In   In  

S6     In 

 

12.1   Hutch 4 Performance Requirements 
Hutch 4 in the FEH is a large, irregularly shaped hutch 89-foot long by 33-foot at the 
widest point. Hutch 4 houses the XCS experiment. There will be 3 beam lines going 
through Hutch 4. One will be dedicated to Hutch 4 (using stopper pair 'S4'), one (the 
straight-ahead line) will be used by either Hutch 4 or Hutch 5 (using stopper pair 'S5'), 
and the third will pass through to Hutch 6 (using stopper pair 'S6').   

[a] Through-Beam Warning Lights (“Beam Lights”) shall be mounted to the pass-
through beam pipes to Hutch 5 and Hutch 6, and be controlled through the HPS 
system. The lights shall be lit according to stopper status, i.e. whenever the 
stopper is not disabled. 

[b] Mode Switch: The straight-ahead line stopper control (stopper pair 'S5') needs to 
be switchable between "Hutch 4" and "Hutch 5" operating modes. 

[c] Access Requirements: Photon stopper set ‘S4’ must be "in" prior to allowing 
access to Hutch 4. In addition, if the mode for stopper pair 'S5' is "Hutch 4", then 
the 'S5' stoppers must be "in" prior to allowing access to Hutch 4. Inserting the 
stoppers allows Permitted Access to be set. Setting Permitted Access releases the 
Door key; opening the hutch door causes a loss of the hutch search. If the hutch 
is in Permitted Access and any of these stoppers do not redundantly report "in", 
other mitigations must render the area safe. An additional, standard LCLS photon 
stopper pair is located in the straight-ahead beam line, just upstream of the wall 
between Hutch 4 and Hutch 5. In "Hutch 4" Mode, this stopper pair serves as a 
beamstop and must be fixed "in". If the mode for stopper pair 'S5' is "Hutch 5", 
then the 'S5' stoppers are not interlocked to Hutch 4 HPS. 

[d] Electrical Hazards are to be covered in accordance with SLAC electrical safety 
standards and may remain on when in access.  

[e] BSOICs: Two BSOICs are required for Hutch 4. One is located on the outside 
wall or roof and is active for beam operation in Hutch 4. The other BSOIC is 
located near the through beam lines to Hutch 5 or 6 and is only interlocked 
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during Access Permitted. This BSOIC is used to detect radiation in ‘through-
beam’ operation of either Hutch 5 or Hutch 6. These BSOICs will have gamma 
probes. Trips of these BSOICs will mitigate the detected hazard by insertion of 
stopper pair 'SH2'. 

[f] Burn-Through Monitor (BTM) trips for Hutch 4 stoppers ‘S5’ or ‘S4’ must 
immediately terminate accelerator operations through shut-down of the Linac. It 
is possible to allow recovery of upstream operations following insertion of 
stopper pair 'SH2' at the front of the XRT.  

[g] Personnel access to Hutch 4 is made through the personnel Hutch Door, or 
through the Hutch Equipment Doors (see below). The Hutch Door will remain 
locked and can only be opened with the Door Key. The Door Key can only be 
released when the required stoppers are "in". Opening this door with the ‘Search 
Set’ will cause the loss of Searched Status. Emergency egress provisions will be 
provided and will function regardless of PPS access state. 

[h] Presets shall be placed in the hutch to facilitate searches. Presets are timed to 
expire within a few minutes to ensure searches are completed in a timely fashion, 
and to ensure that presets do not remain complete following an abandoned 
search.  

[i] Acquisition of the Search Reset requires all Presets to be Complete. The Search 
Reset Keyswitch is situated outside of the hutch on the PPS panel and is obtained 
with the Door Key. When open, the Hutch Door mechanically retains the Door 
Key; the door must be closed to remove the key and obtain the Search Reset. 
Once acquired, loss of the hutch Search Reset will result in the loss of the 
Presets. 

[j] An audio-visual warning will operate for a set length of time following 
completion of the Search Reset. Completion of this timeout and retention of the 
Search Set state defines the hutch ‘ready for beam’ and permits are issued that 
allow removal of the hutch stoppers. 

[k] Emergency Off buttons will render the Search ‘not set’ and all Presets ‘not set’ 
and release the Hutch Door lock. 

[l] The Hutch Equipment Doors shall be interlocked to the Hutch Search Set state. 
The Hutch Equipment Doors must be closed to obtain or retain the Search Set 
state. The devices used to detect the presence of a panel-type door must be 
capable of being tested with the panel in place, if the door is not readily opened 
and closed. 

[m] A unique Hutch Online/Offline Keyswitch shall be provided so that the hutch 
may be disabled. When ‘Offline,’ the stoppers controlling access to the Hutch (in 
its current mode) are disabled "in", and the Hutch Presets and Search Reset 
cannot be obtained. 

[n] Beam Containment inputs must be provided in the HPS for interface to several 
possible subsystems, including a Vacuum Interlock System, beam-termination 
burn-through monitors, etc. A subset of these systems may be active in both the 
"Hutch 4" and "Hutch 5" modes. Faults sensed through these subsystems must 
lead to an immediate shut-down of the linac, if they occur while either mode is 
Online. 
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[o] Configuration Control inputs must be provided in the HPS. Stoppers controlling 
beam delivery in either mode can only be enabled when the provided electrical 
signals indicate that the respective CC systems are properly satisfied.  

o Locking/interlocking of the Hutch 5 through-beam pipe (utilized in the "Hutch 
5" mode) is a required CC system.  

o A system of vacuum flange locks may also be needed along portions of the 
beam transport in both modes. 

 

12.2   Hutch 5 Performance Requirements 
Hutch 5 in the FEH is a rectangular shaped hutch 66-foot long by 33-foot at the widest 
point. Hutch 5 houses the CXI experiment. The straight-ahead line (using XRT stopper 
pair 'S5') is shared with Hutch 4. There is another line through this hutch to Hutch 6.  

[a] Through-Beam Warning Lights (“Beam Lights”) shall be mounted to the pass-
through beam pipe to Hutch 6, and be controlled through the HPS system. The 
lights shall be lit according to stopper status, i.e. whenever the stopper is not 
disabled. 

[b] Mode switch: The straight-ahead line stopper control (stopper pair 'S5') needs to 
be switchable between "Hutch 4" and "Hutch 5" operating modes. 

[c] Access Requirements: If the mode for stopper pair 'S5' is "Hutch 5", then Photon 
stopper set ‘S5’ must be "in" prior to allowing access to Hutch 5. Inserting the 
stoppers allows Permitted Access to be set. Setting Permitted Access releases the 
Door key; opening the hutch door causes a loss of the hutch search. If the hutch 
is in Permitted Access and any of these stoppers when active do not redundantly 
report ‘in,’ other mitigations must render the area safe. If the mode for stopper 
pair 'S5' is "Hutch 4", then the 'S5' stoppers are not interlocked to Hutch 5 HPS. 

[d] Electrical Hazards are to be covered in accordance with SLAC electrical safety 
standards and may remain on when in access.  

[e] BSOICs: Two BSOICs are required for Hutch 5. One on the outside wall or roof 
active for beam operation in Hutch 5. The other is on the through beam line to 
Hutch 6 and is only enabled during access permitted. These BSOICs will have 
gamma probes. Trips of these BSOICs will mitigate the detected hazard by 
insertion of stopper pair 'SH2'. 

[f] Burn-Through Monitor (BTM) trips for Hutch 5 stoppers ‘S5’ must immediately 
terminate accelerator operations through shut-down of the Linac. It is possible to 
allow recovery of upstream operations following insertion of stopper pair 'SH2'.  

[g] Personnel access to Hutch 5 is made through the sliding personnel Hutch Door, 
or thorough the Hutch Equipment Door (see below). The Hutch Door will remain 
locked and can only be opened with the Door Key. The Door Key can only be 
released when the required stoppers are in. Opening this door with the ‘Search 
Set’ will cause the loss of Searched Status. Emergency egress provisions will be 
provided and will function regardless of PPS access state. 

[h] Presets shall be placed in the hutch to facilitate searches. Presets are timed to 
expire within a few minutes to ensure searches are completed in a timely fashion, 
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and to ensure that presets do not remain complete following an abandoned 
search.  

[i] Acquisition of the Search Reset requires all Presets to be Complete. The Search 
Reset Keyswitch is situated outside of the hutch on the PPS panel and is obtained 
with the Door Key. When open, the Hutch Door mechanically retains the Door 
Key; the door must be closed to remove the key and obtain the Search Reset. 
Once acquired, loss of the hutch Search Reset will result in the loss of the 
Presents. 

[j] An audio-visual warning will operate for a set length of time following 
completion of the Search Reset. Completion of this timeout and retention of the 
Search Set state defines the hutch ‘ready for beam’ and permits are issued that 
allow removal of the hutch stoppers. 

[k] Emergency Off buttons will render the Search ‘not set’ and all Presets ‘not set’ 
and release the Hutch Door lock. 

[l] The Hutch Equipment Door shall be interlocked to the Hutch Search Set state. 
The Hutch Equipment Door must be in place to obtain or retain the Search Set 
state. The devices used to detect the presence of this panel must be capable of 
being tested with the panel in place if the door is not readily opened and closed. 

[m] A unique Hutch Online/Offline Keyswitch shall be provided so that the hutch 
may be disabled. When ‘Offline’, the stoppers controlling access to the Hutch (in 
its current mode) are disabled "in", and the Hutch Presets and Search Reset 
cannot be obtained. 

[n] Beam Containment inputs must be provided in the HPS for interface to several 
possible subsystems, including a Vacuum Interlock System, beam-termination 
burn-through monitors, etc. A subset of these systems may be active in both the 
"Hutch 4" and "Hutch 5" modes. Faults sensed through these subsystems must 
lead to an immediate shut-down of the linac, if they occur while either mode is 
Online. 

[o] Configuration Control inputs must be provided in the HPS. Stoppers controlling 
beam delivery in either mode can only be enabled when the provided electrical 
signals indicate that the respective CC systems are properly satisfied.  
a. A system of vacuum flange locks may be needed along portions of the beam 

transport in both modes. 
 

12.3   Hutch 6 Performance Requirements 
Hutch 6 in the FEH is a nearly rectangular shaped hutch 44-foot long by 33-foot at the 
widest point. Hutch 6 houses the MEC experiment. The beam line (using XRT stopper 
pair 'S6') goes through Hutches 4 and 5, but is only used by Hutch 6.  

[a] Access Requirements: Photon stopper set ‘S6’ must be "in" prior to allowing 
access to the Hutch 6. Inserting the stoppers allows Permitted Access to be set. 
Setting Permitted Access releases the Door key; opening the hutch door causes a 
loss of the hutch search. If the hutch is in Permitted Access and any of these 
stoppers do not redundantly report ‘in', other mitigations must render the area 
safe. 
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[b] Electrical Hazards are to be covered in accordance with SLAC electrical safety 
standards and may remain on when in access.  

[c] BSOICs: One BSOIC is required for Hutch 6 on the outside wall or roof active 
for beam operation. This BSOIC will have a gamma probe. Trips of this BSOIC 
will mitigate the detected hazard by insertion of stopper pair 'SH2'. 

[d] Burn-Through Monitor (BTM) trips for Hutch 6 stoppers ‘S6’ must immediately 
terminate accelerator operations through shut-down of the Linac. It is possible to 
allow recovery of upstream operations following insertion of stopper pair 'SH2'.  

[e] Personnel access to Hutch 6 is made through the sliding personnel Hutch Door, 
or through the Hutch Equipment Door (see below). The Hutch Door will remain 
locked and can only be opened with the Door Key. The Door Key can only be 
released when the required stoppers are in. Opening this door with the ‘Search 
Set’ will cause the loss of Searched Status. Emergency egress provisions will be 
provided and will function regardless of PPS access state. 

[f] Presets shall be placed in the hutch to facilitate searches. Presets are timed to 
expire within a few minutes to ensure searches are completed in a timely fashion, 
and to ensure that presets do not remain complete following an abandoned 
search.  

[g] Acquisition of the Search Reset requires all Presets to be Complete. The Search 
Reset Keyswitch is situated outside of the hutch on the PPS panel and is obtained 
with the Door Key. When open, the Hutch Door mechanically retains the Door 
Key; the door must be closed to remove the key and obtain the Search Reset. 
Once acquired, loss of the hutch Search Reset will result in the loss of the 
Presents. 

[h] An audio-visual warning will operate for a set length of time following 
completion of the Search Reset. Completion of this timeout and retention of the 
Search Set state defines the hutch ‘ready for beam’ and permits are issued that 
allow removal of the hutch stoppers. 

[i] Emergency Off buttons will render the Search ‘not set’ and all Presets ‘not set’ 
and release the Hutch Door lock. 

[j] The Hutch Equipment Door shall be interlocked to the Hutch Search Set state. 
The Hutch Equipment Door must be in place to obtain or retain the Search Set 
state. The devices used to detect the presence of this panel must be capable of 
being tested with the panel in place if the door is not readily opened and closed. 

[k] A unique Hutch Online/Offline Keyswitch shall be provided so that the hutch 
may be disabled. When ‘Offline’, the stoppers controlling access to the Hutch are 
disabled "in", and the Hutch Presets and Search Reset cannot be obtained. 

[l] Beam Containment inputs must be provided in the HPS for interface to several 
possible subsystems, including a Vacuum Interlock System, beam-termination 
burn-through monitors, etc. Faults sensed through these subsystems must lead to 
an immediate shut-down of the linac, if they occur while the hutch is Online. 

[m] Configuration Control inputs must be provided in the HPS. Stoppers controlling 
beam delivery can only be enabled when the provided electrical signals indicate 
that the respective CC systems are properly satisfied.  
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SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory

1. A portion of the Hutch 6 through-beam transport pipe, located in Hutch 5, 
immediately adjacent to the CXI instrument, will need to be easily-removable, 
to permit instrument servicing. Locking/interlocking of this through-beam 
pipe portion in Hutch 5 is a required CC system. 

2. A system of vacuum flange locks may also be needed along the Hutch 6 
(MEC) x-ray beam transport within the FEH into Hutch 3, and would 
therefore be employed in Hutch 4, Hutch 5, and Hutch 6.  

3. Locking/interlocking of the high-power MEC laser may also become a 
required CC system, due to the possible ionizing-radiation hazard. 

 

 13 Schedule  
 
The tentative operation schedule (from Hutch 1 to Hutch 6) as shown at the User's 
meeting October 19, 2009 is:  
 
 

Hutch Experiment Start of Commissioning
1 AMO 2009/8 
2 SXR 2010/5 
3 XPP 2010/7 
4 XCS 2011/6 
5 CXI 2010/12 
6 MEC 2012 

 


